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ABOUT
I am web developer specializing in PHP, Laravel, PostgreSQL, Go and
associated technologies.
I am looking for relevant position with possibility to work remote.
DOB: March 02, 1983
Citizenship: Kazakhstan
Current location: Kazakhstan, Almaty
Languages: Russian (native), English (proﬁcient)
Education: High school, self-taught since then

EXPERIENCE
I have started my journey as software developer in 2005. From that time I solved many issues, wrote thousands
lines of code, got familiar with lot of technologies. I used to be full-stack developer (PHP, Javasript, MySQL), from
2016 I am shifted to backend (PHP, Laravel, PostgreSQL), in 2018 I've started programming with Go
Here is a short breakdown of my experience:
2017 - Today Currently I am working at G1 Software as backend API developer. Our main stack is Go,
PostgreSQL, CentOS. Also we have big codebase written in Laravel which we actively maintain.
2013 - 2016 I got involved into my sister's cattery business, she cared about cattery and I cared about website,
marketing, photography and sales. Meanwhile I also worked as full-stack developer for small local businesses.
2010 - 2013

I got back to web-development and worked for real-estate agencies as contractor.

2008 - 2010 I've switched my passion to photography, got amazing experience, met a lot of new people and
made many great shots.
2005 - 2008 I worked as freelance web-developer in Dubai, mostly for real-estate agencies and media
companies (Dubai Invest, Stars Dome Realty, Media & I, Russian Emirates - to mention some). Golden times.
2005 - 2006 I started project "CN Group" - an online magazine about web-development, with friends and likeminded people we wrote educational articles and publish them in form of oﬄine app. That project is abandoned
and forgotten long ago, but it give me a huge leap in my knowledge, I started developing with PHP and MySQL.
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